Nowhere Here Now: an ECO-SCI film for KIDS

I collaborate with architects, builders and artisans in
the community to identify materials and methods of
building that are sustainable. Using this knowledge, I
build settings for my film, assembling teams that work
to build small-scale renewable energy infrastructure.
These are intended to provide electricity and wi-fi to a
community, while behaving as an education hub for
youth to learn about Ecology.

A Film Project Proposal by Citizen Artist: Irene Cortes

THREEESTUDIOS
Ecological Architecture +
Community Power

CITIZEN ARTIST
My artistic practice directly relates to the
communities that I work within. I work with
a small community, identifying connections
between needs. Usually, it is for a single
purpose ie. one goal.
In finding a solution, I look at the materials
available and incorporate local youth.
I am very interested in renewable energy
and communication technology. My work
ultimately involves the construction of
small-scale renewable energy technology
that local youth are able to access, learn
from and eventually install themselves.
As a citizen artist, I make cinema that
inspire local youth to think about Ecology
and their Environment.

THREEESTUDIOS
@ The Centre for Social Innovation
215 Spadina Avenue, Suite 400 Toronto, CANADA M5T 2C7 +1 (416) 407-0919
@ CeRCCa
C Mare de Deu dels Dolors 10, Llorenc del Penedes, TA 43712 +34 667 264 771

Using the film production
process, I build permanent sets
that become renewable energy
generators and schools for the
communities I shoot my film in

MY NEXT PROJECT INVOLVES
THE RESTORATION AND
REFURBISHING OF PEDRA
SECA BARRAQUES IN
PENEDES
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Where we BUILD
Toronto - Catalunya - Philippines - Mongolia

PAST/FUTURE WORK
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Sponsored by Nokia and the
University of Stockholm, I have
researched renewable energy
technology and social innovation
models
P H I L I P P I N E S
Have built a model for bamboo domes
in the jungle which will support solar
panels
C
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Begun the construction of my first
solar/wi-fi hub in Artes, Catalunya
C A N A D A + G E R M A N Y
Commissioned to perform my opera
that builds a solar sculpture in its
performance
M
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Designing the construction of a solar
installation for an orphange just
outside of Ulan Batar.

